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ABSTRACT 
 

In this study robotic hands and fingers’ materials are investigated from past to present and a sponge 

robotic hand is designed for biomedical applications. Emergence and necessity of soft robotic technology 

are explained and description of soft robot is made. Because of the importance of hand in a person’s body, 

researchers have dealt with robotic hand prostheses for many centuries and developed many hand types. 

To mimic the best for the human limbs, softness of the hand is one of the important features. Recent studies 

are summarized in a table. In the table you can see materials that are used in robotic hand and fingers; 

they are classified as soft and rigid with their years. In literature sponge was found as the most suitable 

material for the fingers, but there is no study about a sponge hand. This study aims to fill this gap in 

literature. In this paper manufacturing of a Sponge Robotic Hand’s production parameters and stages are 

explained clearly. Finally advantages of sponge robotic hand and future studies about sponge robotic hand 

are mentioned. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Hand is an important limb which is not used for only grasping, but also exploration, touch and 

perception of physical properties (roughness, pressure, temperature, weight, etc.) for human [1]. 

Therefore, researchers have dealt with robotic hand prostheses for many centuries. When the 

literature was examined, it was found that modern robotic hand is based on the history of 1970s. 

There are a lot of hand types in literature, firstly researchers studied on one finger, two finger and 

lately multi fingered hands. After providing the desired movement of the hands, researchers 

began to search for robotic materials which can mimic the best for the humanoid robots, 

especially robotic hand, arm and leg. These types of robots require soft and elastic materials to 

mimic flesh, skin and ligament. Usage of soft and elastic materials enabled a new field of robotics 

which is called soft robotic [2]. 

 

Many Soft Robots have been developed in order to be used in biomedical, defense, industrial, 

educational, media and emergency applications [3–5]. These robots consist of a combination of 

various elastic and soft materials in layers and cells [5,6]. Soft materials’ advantages are; soft 

materials’ high impact strength, shape change ability, hereby pass through tight space, working 

compatible with living tissues without any damaging etc. The compliance of the soft material 

helps conform to most uneven surfaces. Especially because of this feature of the soft materials, it 

is suitable for making robotic hands like a human hand with soft materials.  
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In literature, although there is an important study study about the sponge which is found the 

most suitable material for the fingers, there isn’t any study about sponge hand. This study aims to 

fill this gap in literature. Sponge has a structure that is full of full of pores because of this 

structure it has a light weight and it is a durable material, it has a soft touch which is our 

preference reason. Therefore, we considered it is suitable to make a robotic hand with sponge.    

 

1.1 Related Works 
 

Shimoga and Goldenberg (1996) considered three main problems with the fingers. These are the 

impact forces while grasping a rigid object, a hand with hard fingers’ grasping ability to objects 

that have uneven surfaces and the last problem is repetitive strains that are induced into the 

fingers. To overcome these problems they constructed six fingertips from plastic, rubber, sponge, 

fine powder, paste and gel and compared their ability. According to experimental results, sponge 

fingertip is the most suitable and plastic fingertip is the least suitable [7]. In their experiments, 

they mounted the tip at the end of an experimental finger that was a two link parallel bar robot 

manipulator built in-house and actuated by two direct drive motors. They placed a multi-axis 

force sensor at the end of the finger tip; they controlled the finger with a microprocessor and 

collected the sensory data at 50 Hz in all experiments.  

 

According to these graphics they ranked overall comparison of the six materials in order of 

preferences in Table 1 

 
Table 1. Overall Comparison of the six materials ranked in order of preference*[1]. 

 

 
 

 

*1 means most preferred, 6 means least preferred ϯ here α denotes the ranking if impact energy 

attenuation is the required criterion. Similarly, β and γ denote the rankings for conformability and 

strain energy dissipation, respectively δ denotes the overall ranking and is obtained by taking an 

equal weighted sum of α,β,γ.  

  

In this study we investigate the robotic hands’ materials; we gave a general table about the robotic 

hands from 1996 to present day. Materials that are used in robotic hands are classified as soft and 

rigid, purpose of usage with its year is given in Table 2. 

 

According to the table, there are a lot of types of material that can be used in robotic hands and 

fingers. In recent years, it has been that softness has become important that mostly silicone rubber 

has been used and purpose of usage has become mostly prosthetic hand and rehabilitation. 
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Table 1. Robotic hands and fingers from 1996 to present 

 

 
 
 

2. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 
 

2.1 Materials 
 

The study consists of five stages and in these stages sponge, glue, Kevlar yarn, guide actuator, 

servo motors and control circuit are combined. The other sponge robotic hand materials’, features 

and preference reasons are respectively like this: 
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* Kevlar is a para-aramid synthetic fiber. It has high tensile strength to weight ratio; by this 

measure it is five times stronger than steel [26]. It is an inelastic material, if it was an elastic 

material, system will require to do the settings again.  
 

*Actuator Guide is a plastic tube which guides the Kevlar yarn’s movement with minimum stick 

and friction. 
 

*Mini servo motors are preferred, because they can be easily rotated to the desire angle.  ES08 

MAII mini servo motors are used for each finger. Its voltage is 4.8-6 V, torque is 1.6/2.0 kg.cm, 

speed 0.12/0.10 s/60°, its weight is 12g and its dimensions are 23x11. 5x24 mm. Five servo 

motors are placed into a servo motor bearing. We made servo motor bearing with 3d printer. And 

also we made pulley system for servo motors with 3d printer (in Figure 1).   

 

 
 

Figure 1.Servo motors in bearing with pulley system 
 

Hot wire sponge cutter, scissors and scar are used for cutting and editing the sponge like a hand 

shape. We made two types of special hot wire sponge cutter for cutting guide channels smoothly. 

One of them is for cutting hand shape, the other is for cutting hollow cylindrical channels for 

guides. 
 

 
 

a   b 
 

Figure 2.  (a) Hot wire sponge cutter (For hand shape) (b) Hot wire sponge cutter for cylindrical channels 
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2.2 Manufacturing Stages 
 

1. Cutting and Shaping: Sponge is cutted  into a hand form by a hot wire sponge cutter (In Figure 

2(a)) smoothly. (Figure3) 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Cutting sponge hand 

 

2. Opening deep guide channel: Cylindrical channel is for plastic tube guide. These channels are 

made by hot wire sponge cutter, as you can see in Figure 2(b), it is a special design for placing the 

guide in deep. (Figure 4) 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Formation of cylindrical hollow channel 

 

3. Guide preparing and placement: A plastic tube guide is prepared like a finger bone. It has three 

parts, and three cutouts parts. Cutouts act like a joint of the finger. In sponge hand there is not any 

rigid joint. Kevlar yarn is placed into plastic tube. Guide with Kevlar yarn is placed into sponge 

hand. In figure 9, bending movement of the plastic tube guide with Kevlar is given. It is just like a 

bone of the fingers without any rigid joints. Finally placed guides are glued smoothly. (Figure 5) 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Line preparing and placement 
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Figure 6. (a) Bending movement of the plastic tube guide with Kevlar (b) Guide in sponge hand

4 .Creating bending cutouts in sponge hand surface: After placement of the guides, joint lines are 

drawn with the same coordination of the guides; cutouts are made by hot wire sponge cutter, 

these cutouts act like a joint. (Figure 7)

 
 

5. Connecting Kevlar strings to servo motors: Servo motors are connected to sponge hand’s 

Kevlar strings and grasping application is performed (Figure 8).  Sponge robotic hand is given in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 6. (a) Bending movement of the plastic tube guide with Kevlar (b) Guide in sponge hand
 

.Creating bending cutouts in sponge hand surface: After placement of the guides, joint lines are 

he same coordination of the guides; cutouts are made by hot wire sponge cutter, 

these cutouts act like a joint. (Figure 7) 

 
 

Figure 7.  Creating cutouts 
 

Connecting Kevlar strings to servo motors: Servo motors are connected to sponge hand’s 

strings and grasping application is performed (Figure 8).  Sponge robotic hand is given in 

 
 

Figure 8. Connecting servo motors 
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Figure 6. (a) Bending movement of the plastic tube guide with Kevlar (b) Guide in sponge hand 

.Creating bending cutouts in sponge hand surface: After placement of the guides, joint lines are 

he same coordination of the guides; cutouts are made by hot wire sponge cutter, 

Connecting Kevlar strings to servo motors: Servo motors are connected to sponge hand’s 

strings and grasping application is performed (Figure 8).  Sponge robotic hand is given in 
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3. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 

In the light of literature, previous robotic hand designs are mostly made of rigid materials. 

Nowadays, soft materials are preferred to be used especially for rehabilitation and prosthetic 

hands, because of the compliance with the human body and grasping ability. In this study we 

designed a soft robotic hand with sponge as named ‘Sponge Robotic Hand’. We gave all of the 

manufacturing stages and parameters of the sponge hand.  
 

Some of the advantages of the sponge hands are 
 

• With a sponge prosthetic hand, because of the sponge’s compliance, you can wear all 

types of the glove on it. Glove can be a rigid woven fabric or flexible knitted fabric.  

• Sponge hand is lighter than other plastic hands which have the same dimensions. 

• Sponge hand’s cost of production is lower than the other prosthetic hands.  

• Sponge hand’s personalized production is easier. 

• In sponge robotic hand, more than one guide is can be used and different guide designs 

can provide different bending movements. Thus it can be closer to a real hand 
 

In future studies, grasping and bending experiments will be done with different cutouts and sizes. 
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